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IF YOU’RE IN A HOLE,
STOP DIGGING
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
In December 2015, world governments agreed to limit global average temperature
rise to well below 2°C, and to strive to limit it to 1.5°C. This report examines, for the
first time, the implications of these climate boundaries for energy production and use.
Our key findings are:
Y

The potential carbon emissions from the oil, gas, and coal in the world’s currently
operating fields and mines would take us beyond 2°C of warming.

Y

The reserves in currently operating oil and gas fields alone, even with no coal,
would take the world beyond 1.5°C.

Y

With the necessary decline in production over the coming decades to meet climate
goals, clean energy can be scaled up at a corresponding pace, expanding the total
number of energy jobs.

One of the most powerful climate policy levers is also the simplest: stop digging for
more fossil fuels. We therefore recommend:
Y

No new fossil fuel extraction or transportation infrastructure should be built, and
governments should grant no new permits for them.

Y

Some fields and mines – primarily in rich countries – should be closed before fully
exploiting their resources, and financial support should be provided for non-carbon
development in poorer countries.

Y

This does not mean stopping using all fossil fuels overnight. Governments and
companies should conduct a managed decline of the fossil fuel industry and ensure
a just transition for the workers and communities that depend on it.

In August 2015, just months before the Paris climate talks, President Anote Tong of the
Pacific island nation of Kiribati called for an end to construction of new coal mines and
coal mine expansions. This report expands his call to all fossil fuels.

View of Suncor Millennium tailings pond and tar
sands mining operations north of Fort McMurray.
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Figure ES-1: Emissions from Developed Fossil Fuel Reserves, Plus Projected Land Use and Cement Manufacture
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ENOUGH ALREADY
The Paris Agreement aims to help the world avoid the worst effects of climate change
and respond to its already substantial impacts. The basic climate science involved is
simple: cumulative carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions over time are the key determinant
of how much global warming occurs.a This gives us a finite carbon budget of how much
may be emitted in total without surpassing dangerous temperature limits.
We consider carbon budgets that would give a likely (66%) chance of limiting global
warming below the 2°C limit beyond which severe dangers occur, or a medium (50%)
chance of achieving the 1.5°C goal. Fossil fuel reserves – the known below-ground
stocks of extractable fossil fuels – significantly exceed these budgets. For the 2°C or
1.5°C limits, respectively 68% or 85% of reserves must remain in the ground.
This report focuses on the roughly 30% of reserves in oil fields, gas fields, and coal
mines that are already in operation or under construction. These are the sites where
the necessary wells have been (or are being) drilled, the pits dug, and the pipelines,
processing facilities, railways, and export terminals constructed. These developed
reserves are detailed in Figure ES-1, along with assumed future emissions from the two
major non-energy sources of emissions: land use and cement manufacture.
We see that – in the absence of a major change in the prospects of carbon capture and
storage (CCS):b
Y The oil, gas, and coal in already-producing fields and mines are more than we can

afford to burn while keeping likely warming below 2°C.
Y The oil and gas alone are more than we can afford for a medium chance of keeping

to 1.5°C.

a
b

The carbon budgets approach does not apply to other greenhouse gases, whose effects are factored into the calculation of carbon budgets in the form of
assumptions about their future emissions.
CCS has not been successfully deployed at scale despite major efforts, and there are doubts as to whether it will ever be affordable or environmentally safe.
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Gas, Probable

WHEN YOU’RE IN A HOLE, STOP DIGGING
Traditional climate policy has largely focused on regulating at the point of emissions,
while leaving the supply of fossil fuels to the market. If it ever was, that approach is
no longer supportable. Increased extraction leads directly to higher emissions, through
lower prices, infrastructure lock-in, and perverse political incentives. Our analysis
indicates a hard limit to how much fossil fuel can be extracted, which can
be implemented only by governments:
Y No new fossil fuel extraction or transportation infrastructure should be built,

and governments should grant no new permits for them.c
Continued construction would either commit the world to exceeding 2°C of warming,
and/or require an abrupt end to fossil fuel production and use at a later date (with
increasing severity depending on the delay). Yet right now, projected investment in
new fields, mines, and transportation infrastructure over the next twenty years is
$14 trillion – either a vast waste of money or a lethal capital injection. The logic is
simple: whether through climate change or stranded assets, a failure to begin a
managed decline now would inevitably entail major economic and social costs.
The good news is that there is already progress toward stopping new fossil fuel
development. China and Indonesia have declared moratoria on new coal mine
development, and the United States has done so on federal lands. These three
countries account for roughly two-thirds of the world’s current coal production.
In 2015, U.S. President Barack Obama rejected the proposed Keystone XL tar sands
pipeline by noting that some fossil fuels should be left in the ground, and there
is growing recognition of the importance of a climate test in decisions regarding
new fossil fuel infrastructure.d There is an urgent need to make the coal moratoria
permanent and worldwide, and to stop new oil and gas development as well.
Ending new fossil fuel construction would bring us much closer to staying within our
carbon budgets, but it is still not enough to achieve the Paris goals. To meet them,
some early closure of existing operations will be required. Every country should do
its fair share, determined by its capacity to act, along with its historic responsibility
for causing climate change. With just 18% of the world’s population, industrialized
countries have accounted for over 60% of emissions to date, and possess far greater
financial resources to address the climate problem.
Most early closures should therefore take place in industrialized countries, beginning
with (but not limited to) coal. While politically pragmatic, the approach of stopping
new construction tends to favor countries with mature fossil fuel industries; therefore,
part of their fair share should include supporting other countries on the path of
development without fossil fuels, especially in providing universal access to energy.
Therefore:
Y Some fields and mines – primarily in rich countries – should be closed before fully

exploiting their reserves, and financial support should be provided for non-carbon
development in poorer countries.
Additionally, production should be discontinued wherever it violates the rights of local
people – including indigenous peoples – or where it seriously damages biodiversity.

c
d

This does not mean stopping all capital investment in existing field and mines, only stopping the development of new ones (including new project phases).
http://ClimateTest.org
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A MANAGED DECLINE AND A JUST TRANSITION
Stopping new construction does not mean turning off the taps overnight. Existing
fields and mines contain a finite stock of extractable fossil fuels. Depleting these stocks,
even including some early closures, would entail a gradual transition in which extraction
rates would decline over a few decades. This is consistent with a rate of expansion of
clean energy that is both technically and economically possible.
We consider a simple modelling of world energy sources under two scenarios: 50%
renewable energy by 2035 and 80% by 2045, both with a complete phase-out of
coal usage, except in steel production. It is compared with the projected oil and gas
extraction from existing fields alone.
We conclude that:
Y While existing fields and mines are depleted over the coming decades, clean energy

can be scaled up at a corresponding pace.
While this pace of renewable energy expansion will require policy support, it continues
existing trends. In many countries – large and small, rich and poor – clean energy is
already being deployed at scale today. Denmark now generates more than 40% of
its electricity from renewable sources, Germany more than 30%, and Nicaragua 36%.
China is now the largest absolute generator of renewable electricity, and expanding
renewable generation quickly. In most contexts, the costs of wind and solar power
are now close to those of gas and coal; in some countries renewable costs are already
lower. The expansion of renewable energy will be harder where there are weak grids
in developing countries, hence the importance of climate finance in supporting a
non-carbon transition.
As for transportation, electric vehicles are now entering the mainstream and are on
course to soon be cheaper than gasoline or diesel cars. With sufficient policy support
and investment, the growth in clean energy can match the needed decline in fossil fuel
extraction and use.
While there are clear advantages to clean energy – lower costs, greater employment,
reduced local pollution, and ultimately greater financial returns – the transition will not
be painless. Energy workers’ skills and locations may not be well matched to the new
energy economy. Whole communities still depend on fossil fuel industries. There is a
vital need for a careful, just transition to maximize the benefits of climate action while
minimizing its negative impacts.
Governments should provide training and social protection for affected energy workers
and communities. Where appropriate, they should require energy companies to offer
viable careers to their workers in non-carbon areas of their business. Governments
should also consult with communities to kick-start investments that will enable carbondependent regions to find a new economic life. Waiting is not an option; planning and
implementation must begin now:
Y Governments and companies should conduct a proactively managed decline of the

fossil fuel industry and ensure a just transition for the workers and communities that
depend on it.

A flare burns near a hydraulic fracturing drilling tower in rural Weld County in northern Colorado,
the most intensively fracked area in the United States.
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Aerial view of seismic lines and a tar sands mine in the
Boreal forest north of Fort McMurray, northern Alberta.

